
thanks: exploration buddies, mailbox lenders (especially free trial-ers), voice actors, housemates for 
meals and hang-outs, friends for getting me outside, paige for printing, adam for the microphone, 
david for the cable, beau for recommending recording, jo for the home base

thank you for attending!

femur



#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7
don’t worry if you can’t find 
everything, you can always call 
2250000, mailbox 9868227 for the 
answers after the designated time; 
don’t go anywhere you don’t feel 
comfortable and be aware that 
things may have changed since 
locations were scouted

please avoid leaving messages in 
the mailboxes by pressing * when 
you’ve got what you need

soundtrack: alden penner, 
bon iver, the fiery furnaces, 

great lake swimmers, 
mount eerie

the phone is in the concert 
hall basement. in the 
newspapers commemorating 
its opening, find the one 
with the headline “kettle 
rapids excavation woes 
cost $7 million”; it was first 
published in march A, 1968.

2259999, mailbox (A+2) 
(A+3) (A) (A-2) (A+3) (A+7) 
(A+2)

with YZ, #3 = Y + 2

near the vending machine in 
the urgent care waiting area, 
the unisex warshroom is 
room ABCc.

2259999, mailbox (A+6) 
(B+5) (C+2) (A+8) (B+4) (C) 
(A+1) (2nd message)

with WXYZ, #2 = W + 5

squeeze into the phone 
booth. there are AB total 
large horizontally-oriented 
rectangles of glass and the 
sides of the booth.

225000, mailbox (A+7) 
(B+4) (A+4) (B+4) (A) (B-2) 
(A+5)

with Z, #1 = Z - 2

there is a bank of three 
phones in the lobby of the 
fort garry hotel. there are 
ABC crowns surrounded by a 
rectangle above the phones.

2259999, mailbox (A+6) 
(B+7) (C-4) (A) (B) (C+1) 
(A+1) ext. 1 (2nd message)

with TUVWXYZ, #5 = Z - 4

discovery credit: 
the producers

the telegraph building was 
constructed beginning ABCD.

2259999, mailbox (A+3) 
(B-3) (C-6) (D-2) (A+4) (B+1) 
(C-4) ext. 2 (1st message)

with YZ, #4 = Z + 1

find the phone in the 
front lobby of the norquay 
building. what is the number 
of the closest building visible 
out the nearby window?

2259999, mailbox (A+5) (A) 
(A-2) (A+2) (A+5) (A+5) (A) 
ext. 1 (2nd message)

with WXYZ, #6 = X - 1

there are AB total globes 
on the group of lampposts 
across lily.

2259999, mailbox (A+5) 
(B+7) (A+2) (B+1) (A-2) 
(B+9) (A)

with XYZ, #7 = X + 1


